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Where are We?

- Ship ownership,
- Seafarer providing,
- Ship repair, Ship building
- Regulating and protecting the maritime domain.
The DCOC structure

- High level
- Steering Committee
- WG1 ISN
- WG2 CCB
- IMO DCOC project office (secretariat)
Marsec Challenges

- Terrorism
- The dynamic nature of threats
- The Region Geopolitical situations
- Illegal immigration and Human trafficking
- Contraband
- Weapon smuggling
The Matrix

• Approval
• Areas
• What is required
The Matrix Access

**HIGH**
- Members
- Denmark
- Japan
- UK
- South Korea
- Cremario
- CMF
- EU Nav force

**MEDIUM**

**LOW**
Friends of DCOC

Work Closely on Maritime Security

Be in Green to have free access to Matrix

Nominate Coordinator
WG2 leads and Coordinate DCOC signatory states

- Analysis of matrices
- Fund raising
- In kind contribution
- National & Regional CB
- Ensure visibility of DCOC
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